Registered Organisations Commission

Compliance snapshot 2022
The Registered Organisations Commission (ROC) helps registered organisations comply with the
requirements of the Fair Work (Registered Organisations) Act 2009 (the RO Act). We monitor their
performance to inform our priorities, services and other activities.
Below is a snapshot of compliance in the 2021–22 financial year. Registered organisations can use this data
to understand their achievements and priorities and discover how they compare with other organisations
during the 12-month period. You may also find a new resource to help you with your compliance obligations.

54 are employer
organisations.

There are
currently

95

40 are employee
organisations.
One is an enterprise
association.

registered
organisations.

There are 388 entities, which includes branches, divisions and national offices.

2,078,047
courtesy letters
and alerts were
sent to registered
organisations.

YOU

14

requests for
assistance under the
ROC to You tailored
assistance program.

(Data in this section as at 30 September 2022).

100%
of annual returns were
lodged with the ROC
on time.

Courtesy and filing letters provide important
information and tools to help you comply.

to

reporting units.

documents were
lodged with the ROC.

(as at 31 December, 2021).

ROC

280
1,523

members represented

2,382

There are
currently

172

election
decisions
were issued.

On average we processed
elections 3.7 days faster this
financial year!

70%

13.7
days

On average, this is how
long we took to issue an
election decision.

of financial reports were assessed as
compliant for financial years ending in 2021.

32% of non-compliant financial reports did not meet the
requirements of AASB 15. We have developed a fact sheet on
AASB 15 to help organisations comply.

314,574

visits to the
ROC website.

882

Top 3 most popular tools:
•

ROC flower

•

Model financial statements template form 2020/2021

•

s 253 reporting guidelines

downloads of
the ROC Flower.

Did you know our templates were downloaded

2,515

times from the ROC website?

That’s about six every single day of the year!

78% of respondents to the Annual Education Survey
told us that ROC templates help them comply with
the requirements of the RO Act.

1,713

1,590

visits to the plain
English case
summaries on
our website.

times the ROC’s compliance
calculator was accessed.

The calculator helps organisations lodge documents on time,
including financial reports, prescribed information for elections
and notifications of change.

2

238

virtual events were delivered.

(Panels, workshops, masterclasses).

Attendants gave an average rating of
8.45/10 when asked ‘How informative
was the session?

Our annual returns module
is the most popular.

1,323

41

potential whistleblower
disclosures were
received.

TALKING WITH
THE REGISTERED
ORGANISATIONS
COMMISSION

Registered Organisations Commission

times episodes from
our podcast were
downloaded as at
30 September 2022.

Which episode is the most popular?
Episode 2: The importance of good governance

times the digital
classroom was
accessed as at
30 September 2022.

The annual returns module of the digital classroom
was the most visited.

Some of the complaints were about: the
conduct of elections, the disposal of assets
including vehicles and credit card usage.

6,422

times our
e-learning
modules were
accessed.

62

total number of attendances
recorded for our online events.
32 organisations were represented at these events.

Connect with us to stay ahead of compliance:
ROC
YOU

to

Request a
ROC to You visit

Got feedback? Let us know through our anonymous survey.

Subscribe
to emails

Join us on
LinkedIn
IG 008

